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Overview

• What is rumination?
• How is RFCBT different than CBT?
• Assessment of rumination
• Case formulation
• Role play
• Points of intervention
• Research results



What is rumination?

• Rumination = response to low mood involving 
going over and over thoughts

• We all know it when we see it, but how would 
you describe it to a young person?

• Usually cognitive as well as behavioral avoidance



Overlap of CBT and RFCBT
• Introduction to therapy model
• Psychoeducation 
• Identification of links between behaviour and mood
• Homework Setting
• Homework review
• Activity/mood monitoring
• Activity scheduling
• Socratic questioning
• Review of what learned
• Relapse prevention



Standard CBT approach 

• Identify and challenge negative thoughts and 
beliefs underlying them

• Cognitive restructuring
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Spoiler Alert!

What is the TRAP here?" "So what could get you back on 
TRAC?"



Rumination-focused Cognitive Behavior 
Therapy (R-CBT)
• Functional-analytic perspective based on 

behavioral activation which views rumination as 
a learned habit developed through negative 
reinforcement

• Habits resist informational interventions (Verplanken & 
Wood, 2006) 

• Successful habit change involves 
▫ disrupting the environmental factors (time, place, 

mood) that automatically cue habit
▫ counter-conditioning an alternative incompatible 

response to triggering cues (a helpful habit)



Habit model

• Cues trigger ruminative response automatically  
[mood, stress, contexts]

• Information-giving, thought challenging unlikely 
to change a habit

• Therefore, treatment only effective if counter-
condition alternative responses to warning signs



Session 1 and 2

Assess rumination 
normalize and validate

Specify as clinical target for treatment
link rumination to challenges
link to their goals

Introduce habit model
link to their own experience and normalize



Self-monitoring



Roleplay
• (1) Therapist to ask about specific 

examples/memories of rumination
• (2) Therapists uses questioning to map out in 

specific, concrete detail the process of 
rumination moment-by-moment for that 
example
▫ Remember ACES  “What do you notice? What 

learnt? What helpful?”)
• (3) Ask about Context (Who, what, where, when,

how) and consequences. Look for ABC



Session 3/Early treatment

• Use log to focus on rumination event
• Get brief description to make sure it is a 

prototypical example with some detail
• Functional Behavioral Analysis
• Establish triggers, warning signs and the 

function of rumination
• Socialize towards being specific/concrete versus 

vague and abstract



FBA

• Recreate the scene, prompt to close eyes if safe
• Remember as though it is happening again
• Second-by-second rumination episode
• “Just the moment after you did (noticed, saw, 

felt, etc.) X and then what did you do (notice, 
see, feel, etc.) Y next?” 



Specific to RFCBT part 1
• Detailed description of rumination 
• IF-THEN plans
• Explanation of engagement/absorption
• Visualisation – activity with engagement/absorption
• Functional Analysis – ABC, CUDOS
• Identifying triggers and cues to unhelpful 

behaviours
• Identifying functions for behaviours
• Finding alternative responses to replace those 

functions



Specific to RFCBT part 2

• Introduction to compassion
• Compassionate experiential exercises
• Compassionate speech
• Compassionate images
• Discussion of values
• Planning to live according to values
• ASK (active, specific, kind)



R61 Results - Sample



Sample Characteristics



Change in the mechanism







Brain change correlated with self-
report rumination change



Adult manual
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Opportunities to connect

• Child CBT class at NU Feinberg 
Fridays 11am-130pm fall 
quarter, audit option

• www.wellbraintherapy.com


